1. Acknowledgment of the Territories
2. Safer Spaces
3. Round of Names
4. Panty Drive Donations
- we could have a donation jar for member contributions
- folks can go on a shopping trip and get reimbursed
- proposal $300
- consensus
- volunteers to go buy the items
5. IdleNoMore
- proposal to close Pride Centre during IdleNoMore
- we could put a sign that it’s closed for social purposes, also that the washroom is open
- momentary discomfort serves as a reminder that people are putting their lives on the line
- prefer the entire centre closed down and locked, can’t in good conscience think Pride can exist
when there is a movement happening in regards to land sovereignty, it’s a facet of colonialism
that we’re here
Round:
- agree that it would be better to completely shut it down; minor inconvenience compared to
what people are going through
- agree w/ closing down completely, only concern is resources but we can leave condoms on
table outside, it’s 3 hours at most
- agree w/ completely closing it down and making it clear why
- agree
- kind of agree now, and by kind of I mean I do, but it’s important we communicate the intention
behind closing down the actual space
- agree, second small poster below where other gender neutral washrooms are in the building
- pass
- pass
- pass
- agree, also about poster and poster to washrooms, and should be careful how we word
posters in terms of that not everyone may be able to go to a protest
- agree
- this is a statement and its more than symbolic, we’re recognizing that a large number of us
have settled into this space, not saying that people need to go but shutting down in recognition
(something about shaking up complacency)
- definitely agree
- educating via poster good suggestion
- conclusion, locked tomorrow at 12:30
- meet to make a poster at 11am
- need to communicate to other members of the coordinating committee
- we can send an email
6. Zine

- proposal to create a Pride zine, a fairly political one, not like Xtra
- in support of this, and also of creating a zine group, could be really appealing to folks,
including new members, it’s a way for Pride to get out into the community
- Tribesty can start up a working group and see where it goes
7. Deirdre McCloskey
- we don’t feel a lot of desire to hear a transition narrative, many folks in the community can
provide that
- would anyone actually attend an event? waste of her time if not
- a few folks would be interested in a chat
- no organizational capacity to organize/host an event but if she’s interested some members
would be interested to meet with her in the space for an informal conversation if folks are okay
8. Vivek Shraya update
- haven’t heard back, but we’re intooo it
9. PSN
- we need to clarify our relationship and address any issues that exist
- they have tried to work with us a few times in the past, but we haven’t really done it
some issues:
- calling people who do their three hour workshop a “resource person” and giving them placards
when they aren’t qualified for that title
- PSN does something that can be pretty important and useful
- we should ask if they want to come have a chat, instead of sending accusatory emails, we can
build a relationship that isn’t necessarily we support each other on everything but at least have a
dialogue
- some concerns were brought to them, one person on the exec who was defensive, PSN trying
to work closer with Pride, PSN has talked more about meeting together
- making them aware of the services we have make them less likely to overlap
- figure out what we do best and what they do best
- email PSN to schedule a sit-down, send a Doodle poll to both groups
- Google doc: Meris, Bronwyn, Kayden, Ilaina, Kailey
10. Spectrum GSA
- wants a rep to come speak sometime
- we will ask for more info
- we can also send them some resources to check out that are similar
11. Vegan Condoms
- we got offered a deal on vegan condoms, do we want some?
- don’t want them to lose money on them, we want to support local business
- will get costs cuz folks seem interested
12. Space Check-in
- could really use a bulletin board

- maybe don’t play bananagrams in the middle of the floor
- feel great about the meeting; excited to play bananagrams
- the pumpkin spice tea is really yummy if anyone wants to try it
- a bulletin board is coming! we need an ally thing, like in general not just allies to queer folks
- i loved this meeting, but awkward overshared, euuuuhh, it’s nice to take the time to remind
ourselves not just good ally behaviour but also interrogate what it means, let’s all try and make
this an awesome space so we’re not being oppressive douchebags
- we should self reflect and self locate and think about where we’re coming from and how it
affects other people

